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In reasoning about programs with procedures, it is often natural to consider assertions that are 
quantified over the space of all procedures of a given type. This arises when reasoning about 
program statements that have free (unbound) procedure names. We study different spaces of 
meanings for procedures, in the context of a logic that has partial correctness assertions and 
quantification over procedure names. Specifically, we compare two common denotational interpre- 
tations of semantic spaces for procedures with an interpretation that allows only computable 
elements (operational interpretation). If quantification over procedures is given a semantics 
according to either of the two common denotational constructions, the semantics of the logic will 
disagree with the operational interpretation. For an important class of assertions, the operational 
interpretation has a sound and relatively complete proof system, while such a proof system cannot 
exist for the two denotational constructions. In order to give a denotational semantics that agrees 
with the operational one, one must use a construction of semantic spaces that allows only reachable 
relations. 
1. Introduction 
In reasoning about programs with procedures, there are many situations where 
it is natural to consider assertions that are quantified over the space of all procedures 
of a given type. To give an example, a basic strategy for developing complex software 
systems is to divide a system into a number of components, each having a formal 
specijication. Each component is then given an implementation consistent with its 
specification. The implementation of a component may make use of external units 
such as procedures that are defined in another component. We say that procedures 
are free in components where they are not defined. One would like to reason about 
the correctness of the implementation of a component using only the specifications 
of the other components and not their implementations. There are several reasons 
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for this: it makes it possible to reason about the implementation of a component 
before the other components have been implemented; the specification of the 
externally defined procedures is usually smaller and easier to use in formal reasoning 
than the implementation; and for maintainability of the system, it is important that 
components should depend only on the specifications of other components and not 
on their implementations. It is natural to ask whether a component is correct with 
respect to all procedures that satisfy the specifications of the free procedures. There 
are many other situations in which questions of this form arise. 
We investigate how the existence of adequate formal systems for reasoning about 
free procedures can depend on the semantic space associated with specifications. 
In particular, we are concerned with showing that an Algol-like statement with free 
procedures satisfies a partial correctness assertion (pea) in a given interpretation of 
the function and predicate symbols. We consider a deductive system to be adequate 
for this purpose if it is sound and relatively complete in the sense of Cook [3]. We 
show that there are adequate formal systems for partial-correctness reasoning if the 
space of meanings of procedures is restricted to only the computable state transfor- 
mations. On the other hand, we show that there cannot be adequate reasoning 
systems under certain common denotational constructions of the space of procedure 
meanings. For instance, one common approach in denotational semantics is to 
assign the set of all transformations from states to states as the semantic space of 
procedures; this interpretation leads to incompleteness. Our results suggest that a 
new denotational construction that allows only reachable state transformations 
should be used. 
Sound and relatively complete deductive systems have been developed for many 
programming languages, including several versions of Algol. However, these systems 
only deal with reasoning about completely-written programs; as far as we are aware, 
the previous literature does not include deductive systems that are shown to be 
sound and relatively complete in the case of statements with free procedures. 
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce 
a simple Algol-like language and make some useful definitions. In Section 3, we 
define different interpretations of quantification over free procedure names. In 
Section 4, we show that there cannot be sound and relatively complete proof systems 
for reasoning about quantification over procedures under some common denota- 
tional constructions. In Section 5, we show that there are good methods for reasoning 
about quantified procedures under an operational interpretation, and we discuss a 
denotational construction that gives the same theory as the operational one. In 
Section 6, we present our conclusions. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. A simple programming language 
To present our results with a minimum of technical machinery, we will consider 
a simple programming language. However, it will be clear that the results generalize 
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to many other situations. Let L be an Algol-like language with recursive procedures 
and simple call-by-name parameters (i.e. no procedures passed as parameters). (This 
language was called Ll in [l].) 
There are two kinds of identifiers in programs, variable names and procedure 
names. A statement S of the language L has one of the forms 
x := e 1 Sl; S2 1 If b Then Sl Else S2 1 Sl Or S2 
1 Begin Var x; S End 1 Begin E; S End I p(X), 
where Sl and S2 are statements. In the statements x := e and Begin Var x; S End, 
x is a variable name. In Begin Var x; S End, x is a local variable. The statement 
Sl Or S2 makes a nondeterministic choice and executes one of the statements. In 
p(X), p is a procedure name and X is a list of variable names. 
In Begin E; S End, E is a set of syntactic procedure declarations. A syntactic 
declaration of procedure p has the form p(X) + statement. A set of syntactic procedure 
declarations, also called a syntactic environment, has the form 
pl(X,) + statement, ; . . . ; p,(X,) + statement,; 
and introduces mutually recursive declarations of p, , . , pm. 
An occurrence of an identifier in a statement may be either free or bound in the 
usual sense (the language is lexically scoped). Note that we allow free procedure 
identifiers to appear in statements. A program is a statement with no free procedure 
identifiers. A procedure name is said to appear free in a declaration p(X) + statement 
if the name is different from p and appears free in the statement. 
2.2. Semantics of the language L 
An interpretation of a program is a first-order structure. If Z is an interpretation, 
then dom( I), called the domain of Z, is the set of individual values in the interpreta- 
tion. A valuation in Z is a function from variable names to dam(Z). If Z is an 
interpretation, then val, denotes the set of valuations in I. If (T is a valuation in Z 
and U is a first-order formula, then Z, a+ U denotes that U is true in Z under the 
valuation (T. When the interpretation I is clear from the context, we will abbreviate 
this to a’~ U. 
The semantics of a program rr in the interpretation Z is J%,(T) c val, x val,. 
Similarly, if E is an environment and S is a statement then JM,,~ (S) is the transforma- 
tion from valuations to valuations of S in environment E. We take the semantics 
to be formally defined by copy rules as in, for example, [5, 11. 
For a program n and a first-order formula Q, the strongest postcondition of rr 
with respect to Q (in the interpretation I), SP[n; Q], is defined to be {c’~(T’ is a 
valuation and for some valuation u we have (T + Q and (CT, a’) E A, ( TI-)}. 
An interpretation Z of a signature J5 is said to be expressive for a programming 
language 9 iff for each program n E 9 and first-order formula Q of type 2, there 
is a first-order formula SP such that a+ SP iff u E SP[,; Q]. In an expressive 
interpretation, we will write SP[ z-; Q] to stand for a first-order formula that expresses 
the strongest postcondition of 7~ with respect to Q. 
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A partial correctness assertion (pea) is a formula of the form { U}S{ V}, where ZJ 
and V are first-order formulas and S is a statement of L. If 7r is a program, so that 
it has no free procedure names, then the truth of a pea { U}rr{ V} is given in a 
straightforward way from the semantics of rr. We write Z + { U>rr{ V} to denote that 
the pea { U}n{ V} is true in I. In order to deal with statements having free procedures, 
we define what it means for a pea to be true with respect to a syntactic procedure 
declaration. We say a pea { U}S{ V} is true in Z with respect to a declaration p(X) + Z3, 
written Z, p(l) +- B I= { U}S{ V}, iff Z + { U}Begin p(X) t B; S End{ V}. 
In the sequel, we consider different ways of giving meaning to peas by quantifying 
over free procedure names; we will discuss the problems of reasoning about such 
quantified assertions. 
3. Statements with free procedure names 
We now consider program statements with free procedure names. A typical 
situation is that a statement S uses a procedure p that is defined elsewhere, so that 
p appears free in S. Intuitively, we would like to reason about assertions of the form 
(*) Vp(Spec(p) + { US{ V)), 
where Spec( p) is a specification of p, S is a statement in which p appears free, and 
Vp ranges over all procedures (of an appropriate type). Several logics with assertions 
of this form have appeared in the literature [5,7,11]. 
There are different ways to give semantics to the quantifier Vp. We will compare 
the logics that result when the meaning of a quantified procedure is given by either 
operational semantics or a certain simple denotational semantics. For this com- 
parison, we will consider only procedures having a single variable parameter and 
not depending on any global variable or procedure, in other words, procedures of 
type state+ state [ 121. Also, we restrict attention to formulas of the form of (*) 
where Spec(p) is true for all p. 
For the operational interpretation of such a formula, we will write V,p({ U}S{ V}). 
Intuitively, in this interpretation, a universally quantified procedure ranges over all 
computable state transformations that change only a single variable. To define this 
formally, we represent the range of the quantifier V,p by a set of syntactic declar- 
ations. We define 
Z + V,P({ usi VI) 
iff for all programs r of the language L whose only free identifier is x, 
we have Z, p(x) t n-b { U}S{ V}. 
Thus V,p H, where H is a pea, is true iff H is true relative to all possible syntactic 
definitions of the procedure p. 
Now we consider a meaning of quantification that is natural in the setting of 
denotational semantics. Here, we will let the semantics of a free procedure call p(x) 
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be an arbitrary relation on pairs of states that changes only the value of x, without 
restricting the state transformations to be computable by a syntactic declaration. 
We will define V,p to correspond to quantification over all such relations on states. 
To define V,p, we introduce relational declarations, which have the form p(x)+R, 
where R is a subset of dam(l) x dom( I). 
The meaning of a call p(y) with respect to the relational declaration p(x)eR is 
that if the initial value of y is u E dam(l), then p(y) can set y to any value u’ such 
that uRu’. 
We define the semantics of an arbitrary statement S with respect to a relational 
declaration p(x) -+ R, written Ju,,,( r).+R (S), in the obvious way: we follow the usual 
operational semantics of S except for procedure calls in which p appears free; for 
these statements, we use the semantics given by the relational declaration. Then we 
will say that I/= { U}S{ V} with respect to the relational declaration p(x)-+R, written 
I, p(x)+R I={ U}S{ V}, iff for all pairs of valuations (c, a’) E JR,,~(~)~~(S), we have 
a!= U implies fl’+ V. 
Finally, we say that for a pea, H, I k V,p H iff for all R z dam(1) x dam(Z), we 
have I, p(x)~=R b H. 
4. A denotational interpretation of free procedures 
In this section, we show that there cannot be a sound and relatively complete 
axiom system for peas with free procedure names under the kind of denotational 
interpretation we have given to free procedures. First, we recall some definitions. 
If I is an interpretation, we write Th(1) for the first-order theory of I. If R is an 
axiom system, we write Th( I), 3Yvt Q to denote that Q is provable in X using Th( I) 
as an assumption. An axiom system X is sound iff Th( I), RPC Q implies I b Q. %? 
is relatively complete iff I I= Q implies Th(l), %!+ Q, provided I is expressive. 
Theorem 4.1. There is no sound and relatively complete axiom system for formulas of 
the form V,p({ U}S{ V}). 
Proof. We will use certain notions of programs over an interpretation I that simulate 
arithmetic on the natural numbers N. If 9 is a programming language and I is an 
interpretation, we say that the 9 programs Zero, Succ, Add, and Mult partially 
simulate arithmetic in I iii there is a bijection 0: dam(Z) + N with the following 
properties: 
(1) After executing Zero, the variable z is set to a value such that e(z) = 0. 
We say that a program partially sets a variable to a certain value if the variable 
has that vaiue after each halting computation of the program. Note that this definition 
does not require that there be halting computations. 
(2) Succ does not change the value of x and partially sets the variable z so that 
e(z) = 0(x) + 1. 
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(3) Add does not change the values of x1 and x2, and partially sets z so that 
O(z) = e(x,)+ 0(x2). 
(4) Mult does not change the values of x1 and x2, and partially sets z so that 
e(z) = 8(x,). 0(x,). 
If the programs Zero, Succ, Add, and Mult partially simulate arithmetic in Z and, 
moreover, each of the programs has a halting computation for each initial valuation 
of its program variables in Z, then we say that the programs simulate arithmetic in 
I. We say that a set of statements with a free procedure p (partially) simulates 
arithmetic in Z with respect to a relational declaration p(x)~=R if the semantics of 
the statements with respect to the declaration satisfies the definition of (partially) 
simulating arithmetic in I. 
We can now state the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. There is an interpretation Zb with the following properties: 
(a) Zh is expressive for L-programs. 
(b) Th(Z,,) is decidable. 
(c) There is afixed set of L statements Zero, Add, Succ, and Mult, using only the 
symbols of I,, and referencing a free procedure p (x) and having the following properties: 
(1) if R is any subset of dom( Z)2, then the statements partially simulate arithmetic in 
Zh when the semantics of p is given by R; (2) there is a relation R’ such that the 
statements simulate arithmetic in Z,, (i.e. always having a halting computation) when 
the semantics of p is given by R’. 
Proof. We define Z,, to be locally jnite in the sense that Vk 3n such that less than 
n values of I,, can be generated from any k-tuple of values in dom(Z,) by applying 
the constant and function symbols of Z,,. This means that Zh “looks like” a finite 
interpretation to L programs. More formally, let Z be an arbitrary interpretation of 
some signature 2. If 2 is a finite vector of variables, then let H(2) be the set of 
terms built up from the variables in 2 and the constant and function symbols of 2. 
By a valuation of X in I, we mean a function from X to dam(Z). If cr is a valuation 
of 2, then let V(U) be the set of values of dam(Z) that are the values of terms in 
H(x) under the valuation (T. We will say that the interpretation Z is locally finite 
iff for each finite vector of variables 1, there is a natural number n such that for all 
valuations (T of 2, j V(o)1 < n. 
First we will define the domain of I,,. For each natural number i, let ai and 6, be 
domain elements, where all of these elements are distinct. The symbols of Zh are a 
constant symbol, a,, which denotes the value a,, and a binary function symbol, J: 
The function symbol f denotes a function f on dom(Z,,), defined as follows: 
For all i 3 0 and x in dom( Zh): f(ai, bi) = a,+, , 
if x # b, then f( a,, x) = ai and f( bi, x) = b,. 
(a) The expressiveness of Zb follows from the observation that it is locally finite. 
Intuitively this condition implies that for each program, there is a bound on the 
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number of distinct states the program can reach in any single computation. Although 
the interpretation I,, is infinite, its structure is such that if we are presented with, 
say, n distinct values in its domain, then at the very most, we can generate n 
additional values by applying the function f and the constant a,. For example, if 
we are given as inputs the three values u4, b,, b5, then we can generate the values 
a5, a6, and a, (which can always be generated). 
Now, if rr is an L-program (or more generally a program in an acceptable 
programming language [2]) with input variables X, then on any computation starting 
in an initial valuation u, rr can only set its variables to values in V(u). From this 
observation, it easily follows that if I is locally finite, then Z is expressive for L. 
(b) For each closed formula CD of Zh we effectively find a formula q of Presburger 
arithmetic (the complete theory of the natural numbers with addition) such that CD 
is true in I,, iff 9 is true in Presburger arithmetic. Since Presburger arithmetic is 
decidable, this gives a decision procedure for Th(1,). 
We begin by defining a bijection from dom(Ib) to the natural numbers. The 
bijection will assign even numbers to the a, and odd numbers to the b,. Let 
C$ :dom( Z,,) + N be defined by 
4(a,)=2.i for i30, 
4(bi)=2.i+l for iz0. 
Next, we show that the functionfof I,, can be represented in Preburger arithmetic. 
Specifically, there is a formula 0(x, y, z) of Presburger arithmetic with the property 
that for all x, y, z in dom(Z,), f(x, y) = z iff PAk 0(4(x), 4(y), 4(z)), where PA is 
the standard model of Presburger arithmetic. 
A formula 0(x, y, z) of Presburger arithmetic with this property is 
A (7even(x) 1 z = x), 
where even(x) is an abbreviation for 3y(x = y +y). 
The reader can easily verify the formula. Using techniques in [4], and translating 
the constant a, to 0, this allows any closed formula of 1, to be translated into a 
closed formula of Presburger arithmetic for the decision procedure. 
(c) We use the bijection 4 defined in the proof of(b). First we show how to find 
the successor of x. Let Succ be the statement 
Begin 
Vary; 
y:=x; 
P(Y); 
If f(x, y) # x Then z := y 
Else If f(y, x) # y Then z :=f(y, x) 
Else LOOP 
End, 
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where LOOP is an abbreviation for a statement that always diverges. Intuitively, 
Succ first sets y to the same value as x, and then calls p(y) to set y to a value related 
to x according to the semantics of p. Then Succ checks for two cases. 
Case 1: f(x, y) # x. This case occurs when for some i, x = ai and y = b,. Under 
the function 4, the successor of a, is biy so the program sets z to y for the result. 
Case 2: f(y, x) # y. This occurs when for some i, y = ai and x = b,. In this case, 
the successor of x is a,+, , which is the value of f(y, x). 
If neither of these cases applies, Succ diverges. Clearly, Succ partially sets the 
variable z to the successor of x when the semantics of p(x) is given by any subset 
of dom( I)‘. 
Now, suppose that p(x) has the following semantics: if x = ai for some i, set x 
to bi; if x = bj for some i, set x to aj. Under this semantics, Succ sets z to the 
successor of x and always halts. Thus Succ satisfies the conditions of (c). 
Observe that this semantics of p(x) is not the only one that gives a full simulation 
of arithmetic. If the semantics is any subset of dom(Z)2 that includes the function 
defined above, then Succ has a correct, halting computation for every possible input. 
We will refer to this fact later. 
Using the statement Succ, the other statements are straightforward. 0 
Now, we complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose 37 is an axiom system that 
is sound and relatively complete for formulas of the form V,p (1 U}S{ V}). By Lemma 
4.2, the interpretation Z,, is expressive for the language L, and Th(Z,) is decidable, 
so we can use X to enumerate all assertions of the form V,p ({True}S{False}) that 
are true in Zh. 
But, we have observed that there are L statements that either simulate or partially 
simulate arithmetic in Zh, depending on the semantics of a free procedure p. Let ?; 
be the ith Turing machine in an enumeration of Turing machines. Given ‘Zi, we can 
effectively construct a statement Si with a free procedure p such that Si diverges in 
Z,, for all relational meanings of p iff Ti diverges on a blank input. This construction 
will use the statements that partially simulate arithmetic. Intuitively, if we are 
simulating a diverging Turing machine, then S, will diverge for all relational meanings 
of p. When simulating a machine that halts, S, will halt when p is a procedure such 
that all of arithmetic is simulated. Thus Z,, b V,p ({True}S,{ False}) iff T, diverges on 
a blank input. This contradicts the assumption that %’ is sound and relatively 
complete. q 
One possible reaction to Theorem 4.1 might be that in order to allow quantified 
procedure names, the notion of expressiveness must be changed. We can show that 
the quantifier V,p is at least as powerful as a random assignment statement. A 
random assignment statement, written x := ?, assigns the variable x an arbitrary 
value in the interpretation. Let L,, denote the language L with random assignment 
added. 
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The following lemma shows that a pea with a free procedure name p is true for 
all relational meanings of p iff it is true when p is the procedure defined by 
p(x)tx:= ?. 
Lemma 4.3. Let S be an L-statement. Then IbVv,p ({ U}S{ V}) if Z, p(x)+x:= 
? i= { U}S{ V}. 
Proof. By definition, I + V,p ({ U}S{ V}) iff 
VR s dam(Z)*, VV, v’, we have 
al= U and (a, (T’) E JULpCxJeR(S) implies o’l= V (4.1) 
Next, we observe that all of the statements in the programming language are 
monotonic in the sense that R G R’ implies JU,,p(_Yj+R(S) z JM,,~(~.)~~,(S). From this 
it follows that line (4.1) is equivalent to 
Va, u’, a+ U and (0; (T’) E .A,,pCXj.+R,,(S) implies a’l= V, 
where R,, = dom(Z)2. Finally, line (4.2) is equivalent to 
z, p(x)+x:=?~{U}s{v}. 0 
(4.2) 
While the interpretation lb is expressive for L, one can easily see that it is not 
expressive for L,,. We showed in Lemma 4.2(c) that statements in the language L, 
with an added statement p(x) having a certain semantics, can simulate arithmetic 
in the interpretation Ih. From a remark in the proof, it follows that programs in L 
with random assignment added can simulate arithmetic. If I,, was expressive for 
L,,, then it would be strongly arithmetic, i.e. there would be first-order formulas that 
would define a model of arithmetic in I,,. But since Th( I,,) is decidable, this cannot 
be the case.’ 
The fact that random assignment affects expressibility suggests that it might be 
unreasonable to require an axiom system for formulas with quantified procedures 
to be relatively complete for all interpretations that are expressive for L. 
However, we show in the next section that for quantification over procedures 
having operational definitions, V,p, it is possible to have an axiom system that is 
sound and relatively complete for all interpretations that are expressive for L. Thus 
there is nothing inherent in the notion of quantified procedures that requires a 
stronger notion of expressiveness. The incompleteness results only from the choice 
of V,p semantics. 
Before considering quantified procedures under the operational interpretation, 
we pause to comment on the role of nondeterminism in Theorem 4.1. We defined 
V,p to quantify the meaning of p over all subsets of dam(Z)*. However, some 
’ The expressive power of random assignments has also been studied in the context of Dynamics 
Logic (DL) [9, lo]. For instance, it is known that the ability of first-order DL to define structures is 
greater with random assignment than without it. 
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treatments of denotational semantics allow onlyfunctional meanings for procedures. 
It is reasonable to ask whether the incompleteness result of Theorem 4.1 would still 
hold if we considered formulas of the form V,,p ({ U}S{ V}), where VfC,p quantifies 
over all partial functions from dam(I) to dam(Z). The answer is that the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 continues to hold if we use the quantifier VrC,, in place of V,. The 
critical point is that in Lemma 4.2(c), the statements Zero, Succ, Add, and Mult 
simulate arithmetic in I,, when the free procedure p computes a certain function 
given in the proof. 
5. Operational interpretation of free procedures 
In this section we show that there can be a sound and relatively complete proof 
system for formulas with quantification over operationally definable procedures. 
Theorem 5.1. There is a sound and relatively complete proof system for formulas of 
the form V,P (1 WS{ W). 
Proof. Under the V,p semantics, a free procedure can access any value in dom( I); 
we showed that this resulted in incompleteness. In the operational interpretation, 
the meanings of free procedures are restricted to those that are definable by syntactic 
declarations. In such a semantics, a free procedure can only access values that can 
be generated from its input parameters by applying the constant and function 
symbols of the interpretation. 
We begin the proof by showing that there is an L-program that can compute all 
of the values that can be generated from a given input. 
Lemma 5.2. For each finite signature 2 of constant and function symbols and integer 
k > 0, there is an L-program rL,l, with k free variables x, , . . . , xk and the following 
property: Suppose rr2Z,k is started in a valuation where the variables x,, . . . , xk have 
the values a,, . . . , ak, respectively. Then for every a’~ dom( I) that can be generated 
by using the values a,, . . . , aL and applying constant and function symbols, there is a 
computation of 7~,,~ that terminates, setting the variable x, to a’. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Given 1, the program 7~ B,k can be effectively constructed. In 
[6,13], it is shown how to construct a program that enumerates the values of dom( I) 
that are reachable from a given input. This program uses recursion and is determinis- 
tic. By a slight modification of this technique, we can use the nondeterministic Or 
statement to construct a program that nondeterministically halts at any point in the 
enumeration. 0 
We now prove a simple lemma that relates the program T=,~ to the operational 
interpretation of free procedures. 
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Lemma5.3. IbV,p ({U}S{V}) i#Z, p(x,)+7~~.,k{U}S{V} 
Proof of Lemma 5.3. (+) This direction follows by definition, because the quantifier 
V,p ranges over all syntactically definable procedures. (G=) For the other direction, 
first note that p(x,) + rrL., has relational semantics that is maximal for all procedures 
definable by syntactic declarations. Because of the monotonicity of statements in 
the programming language, we have for any S, ~~l,P,.~~_+(S) c JM,.~~.~,~_~~,~(S), where 
r’ is a program with only x free. 
Next, recall that by the definition of partial correctness, JX,,~~(S,) G JX,,~~(&) and 
I, E2k { U}SJ V} implies I, E, k { U}S,{ V}. It follows that 1, p(x,) + TV,, k { U}S{ V} 
implies IkV,p ({ U}S{ V}). 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose I k V,p ({ U}S{ V}). Then by Lemma 5.3, 1, p(x,) t 
7rTTL,, k { U}S{ V}. By definition, this is equivalent to I k { U} Begin p(x,) + ids,,; S{ V}. 
This asserion can be proved in any sound and relatively complete axiom system for 
recursive procedures (the earliest one being [S]), provided that I is expressive for 
the language L. 0 
Although Theorem 5.1 shows in a technical sense that there is a sound and 
relatively complete axiomatization of formulas of the form V,p ({ U}S{ V}), it does 
not give a syntax directed axiom system such as those in [3, 8, 1, 51. A proof system 
involving the program nL,h is artificial. Another problem is that the axiomatization 
given by Theorem 5.1 depends on the signature of the interpretation, while the usual 
Hoare axiom systems do not. It is not difficult to see that because of the semantics 
of the formula V,p ({ U}S{ V}), any sound and relatively complete deductive system 
must require hypotheses for all of the function symbols in the signature. The 
quantifier V, introduces a semantics that is “algebraic”, and so it is not surprising 
that reasoning methods must depend on the signature. 
5.1. A syntax directed rule for .free procedures 
In this section, we discuss a sound and relatively complete syntax directed 
inference rule for free procedures. 
Let us define a predicate Reach(b, c) for b, c E dom( I), by Reach(b, c) iff c can 
be generated from b by applying the constants and functions of I. We will say that 
a formula Q defines a predicate that is closed under reachability in I if (5.1) and 
(5.2) hold in I. 
vx Q(x, xl. (5.1) 
For all function symbols f in 1, 
vx, Yl, YX(Q(X, Y,) A Q(x, Yz) 3 Q(x, f(Y,, Yz))). (5.2) 
In (5.2), there is a separate first-order hypothesis for each function symbol f: We 
have shown only the case of binary function symbols here; function symbols with 
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other arities are handled in a similar way. Any formula Q that satisfies (5.1) and 
(5.2) must define a predicate that includes the predicate Reach. 
The following rule was suggested by Sieber. 
Reachability rule. If conditions (5.1) and (5.2) hold for a formula Q in I, then infer 
V,P (ix = x’MxHQ(x’, x)1). (5.3) 
Theorem 5.4. The reachability rule is sound and relatively complete. 
Proof. The rule is sound because if (5.1) and (5.2) are true, then Reach(x, y) implies 
Q(x, y), and (5.3) is true if Q defines any predicate that is implied by Reach. 
Conversely, one can see that the rule is relatively complete. In an expressive 
interpretation, there is a formula that expresses Reach(x’, x). Using the reachability 
rule, we can infer V,p ({x = x’}p(x) {Reach(x’, x)}). But if 5.3 holds for Q, then Q 
must define a predicate that is implied by Reach. This is because for any pair of 
values b and c such that Reach(b, c) holds, there is an operationally definable 
procedure that sets its parameter from b to c. Thus it must be the case that 
It== Reach(x’, x) 3 Q(x’, x). By the rule of consequence of Hoare logic and first-order 
reasoning, we can now deduce that 5.3 holds for Q. 
We can obtain an axiom system for formulas of the form V,p ({ U}S{ V}), where 
S is an L-statement, by adding the reachability rule to a sound and relatively 
complete Hoare-style axiom system for L-programs. (For convenience, we would 
drop the explicit mention of V,p when combining the axiom systems; any free 
procedure name would be implicitly quantified over operational definitions.) The 
resulting system will be sound. 
Relativeness completeness follows again because in an expressive interpretation, 
there is a formula that expresses Reach(x’, x). Using the rule, we can prove V,p 
{x = x’}p(x){Reach(x’, x)}. Note that by Lemma 5.3, if I+V,p { u}S{ V}, then 
It= { U}Begin p(x,) + TV,,; S End{ V}. Also note that in a procedure environment 
where p(x) is defined to set its parameter to any reachable value, Reach(x’, x) is 
the strongest postcondition of the call p(x) with respect to the initial condition 
x =x’. By using the new rule for calls on free procedures, and by using other 
relatively complete rules for other statements, one can show that for any statement 
S possibly containing free procedures, one can prove { U}S{SP[Begin p(x,) + 
TV,,; S End; U]}. Thus one can prove all true assertions about statements with free 
procedures. 
Again, we note that as in the case of Theorem 5.1, we assume here that there is 
a single procedure that can set its parameter to any reachable value. This is a 
consequence of the fact that the programming language has the nondeterministic 
Or statement. If the programming language only had deterministic procedures, 
Lemma 5.3 would not hold and the axioms would be incomplete. 0 
We will now informally sketch how the reachability rule can be generalized to 
handle first-order procedures and specifications. We will deal with formulas of the 
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form Q(x, j), which are like the formulas in (5.1) and (5.2), but with lists of variables. 
Here, we say Q(x, J) is closed under reachability if each value in J can be generated 
from values in X. Let (5.1’) and (5.2’) be like (5.1) and (5.2) but for lists of variables. 
First-order reachability rule. If conditions (5.1’) and (5.2’) hold for a formula Q 
in Z, then infer 
V,p({ VP(X){ V] + { u A x = X’]P(X){ v A Q(Z’, X)1), (5.4) 
where x’ is a list of new variables not free in R, U, V. 
In this rule, “+” denotes implication between partial correctness formulas. The 
rule permits a first-order assertion about p(X) to be strengthened. In [5], an oper- 
ational semantics of procedures is given for which this rule is sound, provided p 
ranges over procedures having no global variables, that is procedures that can only 
access the variables listed as parameters in a given call.’ 
5.2. A new denotational interpretation 
The results of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 show that for peas I-I, the semantics of V,p H 
does not agree with either of the denotational interpretations, V,p H or Vlfcnp H. 
On the other hand, Lemma 5.3 suggests that we can obtain a denotational interpreta- 
tion that agrees with the operational one if we take reachability into account in 
constructing the space of relations. Let us say that a relation R G dom( I)’ preserves 
reachability if (x R y) implies Reach(x, y). Now we can define quantification over 
relations that preserve reachability. 
I + vreaci, P H 
iff for all R G dom(Z)2 such that R 
we have I, p(x)eRi= H. 
It is clear that this new interpretation agrees 
preserves reachability, 
with the operational one. 
Theorem 5.5. Zf H is a pea, then I k V,p H ifs 1 k Vreachp H. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, I F V, p H iff Z, p + Reach b H, where Reach is the reachability 
predicate of Section 5.1. By monotonicity, this is equivalent to VR c Reach, Z, 
p+R k H. This is equivalent to I + Vjreachp H by definition. 0 
6. Discussion 
We have considered several different meanings for free procedures. Under the 
operational interpretation, which allows only computable relations on pairs of states, 
it is possible to give sound and relatively complete axioms for partial correctness 
’ To generalize the rule beyond this restriction would require some additional mechanism to delimit 
the global variables that a procedure can access. 
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of statements with free procedure names. We have given a syntax-directed proof 
rule for a simple case, and shown how to generalize it to first-order procedures 
without global variables. Using the logic of [5], it should be possible to give similar 
axioms for free procedures of higher type, again provided there are no global 
variables. 
In the denotational setting, it is natural to let a free procedure be an arbitrary 
relation on pairs of states. Such transformations can map a state into another one 
that is not reachable by applying the functions of the interpretation. This leads to 
incompleteness for reasoning about partial correctness assertions with free pro- 
cedures. 
Quantification over arbitrary partial functions also gives incompleteness. An 
interesting question is whether there are sound and relatively complete axioms in 
the case of quantification over deterministic operational free procedures. 
In order to understand our results, it is important to consider the concept of 
relative completeness. There are several sources of incompleteness in reasoning 
about programs. Cook’s notion of relative completeness is intended to separate 
some of these. The problem of unaxiomatizable interpretations is factored out by 
taking the full first-order theory as an assumption; concerns about “expressive 
power” are removed by requiring completeness only for interpretations that are 
able to express strongest postconditions or arbitrary programs and preconditions. 
In our view, relative completeness is the weakest technical formulation that one 
should consider for reasoning about interpreted Floyd-Hoare style assertions. For 
if a proof system fails to be relatively complete, then it fails to capture the theory 
of the programming language, even when provided with interpretations that can 
express all strongest postconditions and the full first-order theory as an assumption. 
Thus a proof system that fails to be relatively complete cannot be seen as adequate 
for Floyd-Hoare reasoning. 
On the other hand, proof systems can satisfy the conditions of relative complete- 
ness and still not provide a good basis for Floyd-Hoare reasoning. For instance 
one can have proof systems with proof rules that are not syntax directed. Another 
possibility is that the rules of a proof system can be syntax directed, but the assertions 
required in actual proofs may be unnatural, i.e. because they represent an encoding 
of the program. 
In view of these comments, one can see that the incompleteness results, showing 
that there can be no sound and relatively complete proof system for certain problems, 
are strong results because they rule out even rather unnatural forms of reasoning. 
Positive results of relative completeness must be evaluated in more detail in terms 
of the kind of axiomatization provided and the kind of assertions used in proofs. 
For complete programs (with no free procedures), it is well understood how to 
give denotational definitions that agree with the operational definition in the sense 
that both have the same relational semantics. In the case of statements with free 
procedures, one must be more careful because the whole semantic space is exposed 
in the semantics of a statement involving a call of a free procedure. Our results 
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suggest that in order to bring the results for operational and denotational semantics 
into better correspondence one should use denotational definitions that restrict the 
space of meanings to take reachability into account. 
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